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Near-term capabilities for robotic spacecraft include a target of landing
1 - 2 metric ton payloads with a precision of about 10 kilometers, at moderate
altitude landing sites (as high as +2 km MOLA). While challenging, these
capabilities are modest in comparison to the requirements for landing human
crews on Mars. Human Mars exploration studies imply the capability to safely
land 40 - 80 metric ton payloads with a precision of tens of meters, possibly at
even higher altitudes. New entry, descent and landing challenges imposed by the
large mass requirements of human Mars exploration include: (1) the potential
need for aerocapture prior to entry, descent and landing and associated thermal
protection strategies, (2) large aeroshell diameter requirements, (3) severe mass
fraction restrictions, (4) rapid transition from the hypersonic entry mode to a
descent and landing configuration, (5) the need for supersonic propulsion
initiation, and (6) increased system reliability. This investigation explores the
potential of extending robotic entry, descent and landing architectures to human
missions and highlights the challenges of landing large payloads on the surface
of Mars.
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INTRODUCTION
The United States has successfully landed five robotic systems on the surface of
Mars. These systems all had a landed mass below 0.6 metric tons (t), had landed
footprints on the order of hundreds of kilometers and landing sites below -1 km MOLA
elevation due the need to perform entry, descent and landing (EDL) operations in an
environment with sufficient atmospheric density. Current plans for human exploration of
Mars call for the landing of 40 - 80 t surface elements at scientifically interesting
locations within close proximity (10’s of meters) of pre-positioned robotic assets. As
shown in this investigation, these constraints require the space qualification of new EDL
approaches and technologies.
In this investigation, the challenges associated with the successful entry, descent
and landing of large mass payloads for human exploration systems (20 t to 100 t) using
an entry, descent and landing architecture extended from current robotic exploration
technology is illustrated. The mission approach investigated begins with an aerocapture
maneuver into Martian orbit. After achieving orbit, the spacecraft enters the Martian
atmosphere to land on the surface. Two terminal descent options are considered: (1)
propulsively and (2) parachute deceleration followed by a propulsive descent segment to
the surface. Payload mass limits delivered to the surface of Mars are shown for spacecraft
which use a single heatshield for aerocapture and entry-from-orbit (termed a dual-use
heatshield) and for spacecraft which use separate heatshields for aerocapture and entryfrom-orbit (termed single-use heatshields).
DISCUSSION
Atmosphere
The atmospheric density on Mars varies significantly with time-of-year, time-ofday, dust-level (atmospheric opacity) and latitude. To account for the effects of each of
these variables, a design atmospheric density profile was constructed from approximately
one-thousand runs of Mars-GRAM 2005 in which month, time of day, dust level, and
latitude for the years of 2030 and 2031 were randomly varied.
Cumulative distribution functions of density were constructed for each altitude
from -8 km to 152 km MOLA. The density at the 30% point on each cumulative
distribution function was chosen. The resulting atmosphere was chosen for this
investigation and is shown in Figure 1. The resulting density profile gives a 0 km density
of 0.0124 kg/m3. Approximately 70% of the atmospheric density profiles simulated had a
higher 0 km density.
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Figure 1 Design Martian atmospheric density profile
representing the 70%-pessimistic (30% cumulative
distribution function) case for over 1000 runs of
Mars-GRAM 2005. The shaded region shows the entire span
of the Mars-GRAM runs.

Aeroshell Shape and Size
The aeroshell used in this analysis is an Apollo capsule shape, photographically
scaled to 10 m and 15 m diameter. A scaled Apollo capsule was chosen because capsules
and other blunt body designs compare favorably to slender-body designs that offer more
lift and higher L/D at the expense of drag (and therefore final altitude).1 Entry system liftto-drag ratios of 0.3 and 0.5 were considered.
From a vehicle packaging standpoint, a large blunt body design is flexible. The
15 m diameter can accommodate high-volume components such as a surface habitat or
descent stage. The capsule shape also allows a large portion of the mass to be packaged
near the front of the vehicle for improved aerodynamic stability. The blunt body design
does not require significant vehicle reorientation during the EDL profile for system
deployments (e.g., parachute deployment, heatshield separation, propulsive initiation). In
addition, in all flight regimes, acceleration is imparted to the vehicle in the same
direction, thus facilitating the design of crew positions with respect to g-tolerance.
The EDL systems considered in this investigation assume development of a heavy
lift launch vehicle capable of lofting a 10 - 15 m diameter payload in one piece.
Ultimately, this challenge must be weighed against the difficulty of launching a humanrated aeroshell in several pieces and then assembling and certifying it in LEO, or limiting
the Mars exploration architecture to much smaller diameters and entry masses (with
possible surface assembly).
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RESULTS
Aerocapture
Direct entry from a heliocentric arrival trajectory can have a significant mass
advantage and operations simplicity. However, direct entry does not offer the mission
design flexibility to accommodate uncertainties in the Martian atmosphere such as dust
storms. Orbit insertion before entry will reduce the peak deceleration on human crews,
and fits well with potential orbit rendezvous requirements for Earth return. For these
reasons, this investigation assumes a human exploration architecture in which orbit
insertion precedes landing. Orbit insertion around a planet with an atmosphere may be
done with propulsion, aerobraking, or by aerocapture.
Propulsive orbital insertion is the lowest risk approach, but is mass prohibitive, as
shown in Figure 2. Arrival velocity at Mars has large impact on propellant mass fraction,
and a mass fraction greater than 0.3 is required. For short duration interplanetary transfers
with associated high entry velocities, a mass fraction in the range of 0.7-0.8 may be
required, prohibiting this architecture selection. The choice of parking orbit has a
moderate impact on the propellant mass fraction required, while the choice of fuel, liquid
hydrogen (LH2) or methane (CH4), has a negligible impact on propellant mass fraction.
The length of time required for aerobraking makes its use for orbit insertion around Mars
unlikely for human missions. To reduce initial mass requirements, aerocapture is likely to
be required for human Mars exploration and is assumed in this investigation. Since
aerocapture has not been flight proven, aerocapture technology is deemed a likely
candidate for validation by precursor robotic missions.
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Aerocapture slows a spacecraft from hyperbolic to orbital speed in a single pass
through the atmosphere of a planet. A schematic of aerocapture is depicted in Figure 3 for
an orbiter mission. During aerocapture, a spacecraft first enters the atmosphere of a
planet from an inbound hyperbolic orbit. This pass through the atmosphere slows the
spacecraft, and when the spacecraft exits the atmosphere, it has an orbital energy equal to
that of the desired orbit around the planet. After decelerating in the atmosphere, the
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heatshield may be jettisoned. When apoapsis of the desired orbit is reached, a propulsive
maneuver is performed to raise the periapsis of the spacecraft's orbit. At periapsis,
another propulsive maneuver may be performed to correct for error in the orbit.
Target Orbit
∆v at periapsis
to correct for
apoapsis error

∆v at apoapsis
to raise periapsis

Atmosphere

Inbound hyperbolic trajectory

Figure 3

Aerocapture into orbit around Mars.

Aerocapture trajectories are generally constrained by the following limits, depicted in
Figure 4.
1.

The trajectory with the most shallow flight path angle that meets the exit energy
constraint (lift-down). This trajectory has the lowest peak heating rate and lowest
peak deceleration, but the highest integrated heat load.

2.

The trajectory with the steepest flight path angle that meets the exit energy
constraint (lift-up). This trajectory has the highest peak heating rate and the highest
peak deceleration, but the lowest integrated heat load.

3.

The flight path angle that achieves the specified peak deceleration limit with a liftup entry (5 g). The vehicle flies lift-up until peak deceleration, and after the limit is
reached, uses bank angle control to achieve the desired exit energy. The 5 g limit
was assumed to be the maximum tolerable deceleration for short periods by a crew
of de-conditioned astronauts.

A study of aerocapture trajectories was performed to determine bounding entry
velocities that would allow for at least a 1° aerocapture entry corridor width into a
400 km circular orbit around Mars. This was done to accommodate a conservative,
assumed navigation requirement of ±0.5° on flight path angle at arrival. As shown in
Figure 4, for a vehicle L/D = 0.3, this corridor width limit yields an entry velocity
constraint between 6 and 8.8 km/s. This entry velocity range corresponds to a wide range
of interplanetary trajectory options.2 Therefore, with current navigation assumptions, an
L/D of 0.3 is sufficient for Mars aerocapture.
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Figure 4 An aerocapture corridor showing each boundary
and the physical corridor (shaded) for L/D = 0.3.

Entry from Orbit
After aerocapture, a vehicle delivering humans or cargo to the surface must
perform entry, descent and landing. For the purposes of this study, an entry velocity of
4 km/s was assumed in order to determine the entry corridor based on: (a) the lift-down
trajectory with the most shallow flight path angle that allows for entry without skipping
out (the overshoot trajectory) and (b) the lift-up trajectory with the steepest flight path
angle having a peak deceleration of 5 g (the undershoot trajectory). The 5 Earth-g limit
again being considered the maximum deceleration that de-conditioned astronauts can
tolerate for short durations. The range of trajectories between the lift-down and lift-up
flight paths is the entry corridor. Figure 5 shows the final altitudes of the trajectories as a
function of mass with varying end conditions of Mach 2, 3 and 4 for both the lift-up and
lift-down trajectories. These curves provide insight as to how much altitude is available
to provide descent deceleration via parachutes or propulsion or some combination.
The heatshield sizing study results in the two sets of data shown in Figure 5: (a) a
dual-use heatshield set, from which there is essentially no mass change before the entry
from orbit and (b) a single-use heatshield set, from which a significant mass change
occurs due jettisoning the outer aerocapture heatshield before entry from orbit. Data are
shown for an L/D of 0.3 and 0.5, a 10- and 15-m aeroshell diameter, and masses ranging
from 20 to 100 t.
From Figure 5, it is apparent that the aeroshell diameter (ballistic coefficient) has
a large effect in slowing the vehicle resulting in higher altitudes for a given Mach
number. These figures also highlight the difficulty of slowing a human-scale vehicle with
high ballistic coefficient (high entry mass and/or small diameter) before impact due to the
low-density Mars atmosphere. The heavy dependence on ballistic coefficient tends to
favor larger aeroshells. Since some cases do not reach Mach 2 before 0 km altitude,
parachutes or more novel aerodynamic decelerators deployed at Mach 3 may be required
for human-scale entry systems (depending on the altitude of the desired landing site).
Much of the Martian surface between latitudes 60°S and 60°N has an elevation in the
shaded regions of Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Mach 2, 3 and 4 transition altitudes as a function
of entry mass for 10 m and 15 m aeroshells with L/Ds of 0.3
and 0.5 considering both single-use and dual-use heatshields.

Note that the Mach number transition altitudes shown in Figure 5 are given for the
entire corridor available to the vehicle and do not account for any navigational
constraints.
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Propulsive Descent
A gravity turn is a propulsive descent maneuver in which a spacecraft’s thrust vector is
maintained in an orientation opposite its velocity vector. This gravity turn control law
was originally developed for the Lunar Surveyor landings. Typically, the termination of a
gravity turn will be when nadir angle, relative velocity, and height above ground level are
all zero. In this study, two-dimensional gravity turn trajectories were assumed to occur
over a flat Mars. The free body diagram shown in Figure 6 and associated equations of
motion given in Eq. (1) were used. Here, mg is the gravitational force on the vehicle, T is
thrust provided by the vehicle’s propulsion system, D is aerodynamic drag, L is
aerodynamic lift, v is the vehicle’s velocity, and ψ is the nadir angle.
D
T
L
v
mg

Ψ

y
x

Figure 6

Free body diagram showing the conventions and
notation used for gravity turns.

∑F
∑F

y

= ma y = T cosψ − mg + D cosψ + L sin ψ

x

= ma x = −T sinψ − D sin ψ + L cosψ

(1)

Eq. (1) above can be manipulated to yield the two nonlinear differential equations
shown in Eq. (2). In these equations, aL is instantaneous acceleration due to lift (i.e. lift
force divided by vehicle mass), aT is instantaneous acceleration due to thrust, and aD is
instantaneous acceleration due to drag.
a L − g sinψ
v
v& = g cosψ − aT − a D

ψ& =

(2)

In this investigation, Eqs. (1) and (2) were integrated to yield trajectory data over
time and to ultimately generate thrust and ∆V requirements using a Matlab code. Three
assumptions were made in the calculation of the propulsive descent trajectory: lift is
zero, thrust is constant, drag varies with Mach number according to a profile scaled to
the vehicle’s supersonic drag coefficient.
It was also desired that a contingency hover and crossrange capability of 500 m be
built into the powered descent profile for obstacle avoidance. This maneuver consists of
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three parts: crossrange acceleration, crossrange deceleration, and a vertical descent as
shown in Figure 7.
Cross-range Acceleration
T

T

T

v

T
v

v

mg

Vertical
Descent

Cross-range Deceleration

v

mg

mg

mg

mg
T

mg

y

v

x

Figure 7

Schematic of the crossrange maneuver during
propulsive descent.

Propulsive descent was analyzed with and without Mach 3 deployment of a 30 m
parachute. For the parachute cases, this system was jettisoned after its deceleration no
longer exceeded that provided by the propulsion system.
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Figure 8 Propulsive descent ∆v requirements with and
without a parachute for L/Ds of 0.3 and 0.5.
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Figure 8 shows that ∆V requirement for a Mach 3 burn initiation does not change
significantly with use of a parachute. This occurs because the parachute (deployed at
Mach 3) is jettisoned after only a few seconds when the burn begins at Mach 3. When the
gravity turn is initiated at Mach 2 for this same Mach 3 parachute deployment, the
addition of the parachute raises overall ∆V requirements due to higher gravity losses
(because of the longer time spent at large flight path angles). However, it also
substantially increases the range of masses which can be landed. This indicates that
technology development of a Mach 3 deployable parachute could have substantial
benefits for human missions to Mars.
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Figure 9 Propulsive descent thrust requirements with and
without a parachute for L/Ds of 0.3 and 0.5.

Figure 9 shows that the thrust requirement also does not vary significantly
between parachute and no-parachute cases with a burn initiation Mach number of 3.
Again, however, when the gravity turn is initiated at Mach 2, the parachute substantially
impacts the results. The thrust requirement is significantly lowered and the range of
masses that can land is substantially increased.
Weights and Sizing
As discussed above, previous human Mars exploration studies provide estimates
of vehicle mass at aerocapture ranging from 20 t to 100 t. The weights and sizing analysis
performed below is aimed at determining what fraction of this total mass is required by
the EDL system to safely land on the Martian surface and how much mass remains for
payload.
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The mass of the entire EDL system was computed by combining the estimated
masses of each of the major EDL subsystems. First-order sizing algorithms were used to
estimate the mass of the heatshield,7 main propulsion system, and reaction control system
(RCS). Backshell and parachute masses were estimated as percentages of the vehicle
mass at entry. Additionally, an EDL mass margin of 30% was included in all
calculations. Details of the techniques used to size each of these subsystems are provided
in the subsequent sections.
Parachute. The mass of the parachute system was estimated as a percentage of the total
entry mass. Research indicated that parachute mass fractions vary widely, ranging
anywhere from about 1% to as high as 8%. Parachute mass was traded within this range
to determine what percentages generate a system that matches or exceeds the
performance of the propulsive-only options (i.e. cases that do not use parachutes to
decelerate). Details of this trade may be found below in the Overview of Sizing Results
section (see Figure 11).
Backshell. As with the parachute system, the backshell mass was calculated using a
historical mass percentage. This device was estimated as 15% of the entry mass. Note
that it is common in human mission designs for the aeroshell to be integral with vehicle’s
primary structure. Study has shown that such a configuration results in a net increase in
the payload delivered to the Martian surface.8 Therefore, the backshell used for Mars
entry is not discarded in this study.
Heatshield. Heatshield sizing was split into two distinct segments: the first involves
calculating the amount of ablative TPS material required for protection during Mars
aerocapture and entry, while the second estimates the mass of the underlying structure.
The TPS mass was estimated by calculating the required thickness at the stagnation point
of the heatshield (this thickness was computed using 1-D finite difference heat transfer
calculations)7 For this analysis, the ablative material PICA (phenolic impregnated carbon
ablators, recently used on the Stardust mission9) was assumed for the TPS material. It
was also assumed that the heat rate observed by the heatshield decreased as a cosine
function with distance from the stagnation point. Recognizing that PICA has a density of
227 kg/m3, the TPS mass can be calculated. Note that in the dual-use heatshield scenario,
where the same heatshield is used for Mars aerocapture and entry, the total required
thickness at the stagnation point was estimated as the sum of the required thickness for
each individual stage. The underlying heatshield structure was estimated as 10% of the
total entry mass.
Propulsion. The primary propulsion system consists of a liquid bipropellant engine using
methane (CH4, density of 422.6 kg/m3) and liquid oxygen (LOX, density of
1140.1 kg/m3).10 This propellant choice was made to remain consistent with most
previous human Mars exploration studies8,11,12 as well as NASA’s Exploration Systems
Architecture Study (ESAS).13 Use of a LOX/CH4 propulsion system for descent is also
desirable to maximize commonality with the ascent stage and other chemical propulsion
devices (which are slated to use in-situ resource utilization and produce methane from
CO2 in the Martian atmosphere). Furthermore, a LOX/CH4 system can obtain a specific
impulse on the order of 350 seconds at a mixture ratio of 3.5.14,15 For the purposes of
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propellant tank sizing, it was assumed that the operating pressure was approximately
1.38 MPa (burst pressure ~2.76 MPa) with a tank factor10 of 6,250 m (corresponding to a
titanium tank). The total mass of propellant was calculated by integrating the equations of
motion during powered descent.
Reaction Control System. The vehicle’s RCS configuration was largely based on the
Apollo command module design as well as the current CEV design proposed in the ESAS
final report.13 The RCS is equipped with 12 thrusters similar to ones used on Apollo.
Each thruster weighs 3.8 kg and uses the reliable propellant combination of monomethyl
hydrazine (MMH, density of 878 kg/m3)10 and nitrogen tetroxide (N2O4, density of
1440 kg/m3).10 The thrusters operate at a mixture ratio of 2.16, yielding a specific
impulse of approximately 289 seconds. The propellant tanks were sized in a fashion
similar to that of the main propulsion system.
Overview of Sizing Results. Analysis of the mass sizing results begins by comparing
scenarios that propulsively decelerate from Mach 3 without the use of parachutes.
Parachutes are not included in this initial assessment due to the large uncertainty in their
mass. By looking at propulsive options only, this initial comparison may be used to
identify the most promising heatshield strategy (dual-use vs. single-use) and lift-to-drag
ratio. The results of this analysis, summarized in Figure 10, show the percentage of total
mass consumed by the EDL system as a function of mass at entry.
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Figure 10 Percentage of total mass at entry consumed by EDL related
systems. Percentages are representative of cases where the Mars
aerocapture velocity is 6 km/s.
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These trends are depicted for both single-use and dual-use heatshields under
various lift-to-drag ratios. Furthermore, each curve in this figure is truncated when the
vehicle impacts the ground before engine ignition of it can no longer land without
exceeding the maximum allowable g-limit. The cases illustrated in Figure 10 correspond
to those with an initial velocity at Mars aerocapture of 6 km/s (note that similar trends
and magnitudes were observed for cases with a velocity of 8.8 km/s).
The lightest EDL system employs a dual-use heatshield, has a L/D of 0.3, and
initiates the gravity turn at Mach 2. However, this EDL architecture is limited to entry
masses below 60 t (see Figure 9). For this case, an EDL mass fraction on the order of 0.5
is required, limiting the human exploration payload to a maximum of 30 t. Given the
expected scope of human Mars missions, this payload mass allocation may be deemed
unacceptable. For larger entry masses, the gravity turn must be initiated at Mach 3.
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Figure 11 Percentage of total mass at entry consumed by
EDL related systems for various mass fractions. This data
corresponds to a vehicle diameter of 15 m and 0.3 L/D.

Using this scenario as a point of departure, the potential advantages of a parachute
system were assessed (see Figure 11). Note that the mass fractions shown in this figure
correspond to descent trajectories where the parachute diameter is not permitted to
exceed 30 m. Examination of these results shows that the parachute-augmented system is
superior as long as the parachute mass does not exceed 2% - 4% of the Mars entry mass
and is deployed at Mach 3.
A mass-based comparison was performed between the best propulsive-only
option and the corresponding parachute case. If the parachute system is assumed to
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account for 3% of the entry mass, Figure 11 indicates that the parachute option should
outperform the propulsive-only option for systems in excess of 40 t. Assuming an entry
mass of 60 t, a comparison of the mass breakdowns for both scenarios is illustrated in
Figure 12. In this example, the system equipped with a parachute is capable delivering a
payload mass fraction of 0.33 to the surface, while the propulsive-only option can only
deliver a payload mass fraction of 0.29.
Given the fidelity of this mass sizing analysis, these two payload mass fractions
are deemed essentially the same and the likelihood of a parachute system to provide
terminal descent deceleration for a human exploration mission is considered low.
70
60
All Other Systems
EDL Mass Margin
RCS Propellant
Main Propellant
RCS System
Propulsion System
Parachute
Aeroshell
Heatshield

Mass (t)

50
40
30
20
10
0
Parachute

No Parachute

Figure 12 Mass breakdowns for 15 m diameter, 60 t, dualuse heatshield vehicle with and without a parachute, 0.3 L/D.

CONCLUSION
This investigation presented a potential entry, descent and landing sequence for
Mars human exploration architecture derived from an extension to current robotic
approaches. An aerocapture corridor width analysis suggests that a L/D of 0.3 is
sufficient for Mars aerocapture across a large velocity range (6 - 8.8 km/s). Analysis of
the entry phase shows that large mass systems (greater than ~50 t - 60 t) cannot reach
Mach 2 except at potential landing sites in the northern hemisphere of Mars. This
suggests that large mass payloads may have to be broken down into smaller pieces and
brought together on the surface if more scientifically interesting sites at higher elevations
are to be explored.
Analysis of propulsive descent shows thrust and ∆V requirements which are
reasonably achieved but whose mass requirements significantly limit the amount of
landed mass for a given vehicle entry mass. From a propulsion standpoint, it is desirable
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to initiate the terminal descent burn at a low Mach number which does not lie on the
divergent portion of the thrust curves shown earlier. Such a choice for burn initiation
Mach number can minimize the sum of required propellant mass and engine mass.
Parachutes can partially ease propulsion requirements by permitting large mass vehicles
to aerodynamically decelerate to lower velocities before burn initiation, leading to
significant decreases in the thrust requirement. Even with parachutes, ∆V requirements
remain on the order of 700 m/s in the best of the cases examined, implying that on the
order of at least 20% of a vehicle’s entry mass must be propellant.
Because of expected landed mass requirements, it is concluded that Mars human
exploration aerocapture and EDL systems will have little in common with current and
next-decade robotic systems. As such, significant technology and engineering investment
will be required to achieve the EDL capabilities required for a human mission to Mars.
Technology advances that require further analysis include aerocapture, ISRU, high Mach
aerodynamic deceleration concepts other than parachutes, supersonic propulsive descent
capabilities, and thermal protection and structural concepts for large diameter aeroshell
systems.
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